The 
Introduction
User model is conducive to adaptive search, which can provide personalized and intelligent search service. By recording and learning user search history behavior, user model can more accurately analyses the user search questions. This will improve the correlation between the search results and user needs. In essence, user model improve the degree of user satisfaction by enhancing the relevance degree of user [1,2 ,3] . In addition, the user model is also helpful to locate the user's expectation needs and provide active knowledge services. Then, the model can effectively deal with the various requests about the same search information, which will be different for different user in the depth and width. After the user model is joined, the traditional search process becomes the search process with the user interest, meanwhile, to provide more accurate and friendly search service, the feedback process will aim at the opinion of the individual user. The search process is a process of matching the set of information and the set of user requirements [4, 5] .
With the rapid development of science and technology, the new knowledge is discovered and gathered by human continuously, and the increment of knowledge is alarming. It becomes more difficult for people to learn and apply the massive knowledge. Therefore, knowledge process or knowledge design, which make the knowledge adapt to be learned and applied by human, is a very significant meanings job [6, 7] . This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the related work of user model and knowledge design is detailed. In section 3, the architecture of knowledge recommend system based on user model is provided, and the basic components of each functional module are described. The user model design and structural design of knowledge property are highlighted in section 4. Meanwhile, the structural representation of the knowledge property and design method is also offered in this section. The full text is end and the next step is prospected in the last section.
Related work
User model is an abstract description for user information. According to the information of user model, system adapts to performance and behavior of user. In general, the user model is from the user, which is the selection and description of user's features information, and conversely, the user model serves the user by the way of adapting to user's needs according to User model. User features described by user model are composed of knowledge state, objectives, background, experience, preferences and behavior characteristics etc. [8, 9] .
User model is used to capture and record the interested points of user needs, record and manage the user interest by establishing the model and describing the possible potential demand of interest of user [10] . The user history and evaluation for the system is recorded and used to optimize query behavior and query results in User model. User model is a feature set, used to store and manage the behavior of user history, store and study the knowledge of user behavior and derive associated knowledge. There are two kinds of access ways of personalized user features: firstly, the user's personalized features are entered manually by user; secondly, intelligent agent is used to track user behavior for obtaining the user's individual characteristics automatically.
The building process of user model is essentially a process of knowledge acquisition, and can be viewed as a process of pattern recognition too. Knowledge acquisition mainly includes two ways in user model, i.e. explicit acquisition and implicit acquisition. In the explicit acquisition mode, the user directly takes part in the modeling process and answers the questions from knowledge engineers or knowledge system. In the implicit acquisition mode, user knowledge is obtained by learning and reasoning of system. Explicit mode requires user to be present. Compared with implicit mode, this mode needs more cost and is lack of flexibility. However, the results are more reliable. Both of the two models can be performed by online way or off-line way and can be used to obtain static and dynamic user knowledge. To take advantage of the two methods, static user knowledge can be obtained by explicit model, and dynamic user knowledge can be obtained by implicit method.
User behavior is ultimately determined by their cognitive processes. However, the mechanism of cognitive processes of user is very complex and involves many uncertain factors. At the present time, it is impossible to describe the user behavior using an accurate model. So, in recent years, the research of user model aims at the user's behavior pattern and regards user as a black box. This is similar to the research method used in speech recognition, which mainly uses statistical methods but not mechanism. There is natural relation between User modeling and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The primary problem of AI is knowledge representation and a variety of methods of knowledge representation have been proposed in AI field. During the process of User modeling, user can selectively use the methods of knowledge representation according to the actual demand. The common methods of user modeling mainly include logic-based methods, Bayesian methods, neural networks, machine learning and template-based method.
Knowledge design is an important research field of knowledge engineering. Matthew Leitch [11] earliest proposed the term of knowledge design in his paper. He elaborated the meaning of knowledge design for human education and learning from human cognition and memory. Matthew Leitch [12] described the design method about the complex object of training materials and processes, and then completed a trial work. Yue Xiaoli and Cao Cungen further research the knowledge design and analyze the connotation of knowledge design, development state of knowledge design and influence on other research areas.
Architecture of knowledge recommend system based on user model
In general, the maintenance of user model is performed by recording the user interaction experience, such as the time and the frequency of accessing the page, the score of exercise and test. Obviously, the latter is more reliable. In addition, it is necessary for a system that user can set its own related concepts and knowledge state through looking up their own models. This reflects the adaptability of system.
Knowledge state is the important object described by user model. Overlay mode is a popular mode adopted by user. To describe the mastery degree of user, corresponding weights are appended to each concept of domain knowledge mode. Therefore, user model is the Concept-Value set, where Concept represents notion and Value denotes the mastery degree of user. In general, Value can be a binary value (known, unknown), or qualitative description (good, general, poor) or a statistical value (0 ~ 100). In some systems, there may be several factors for describing a concept, such as situation of reading, exercise scores, or master degree of the concept derived from other concepts rightly. Then, the overall score of the concept is obtained through the combination with these factors.
There is also a simple model describing user knowledge state, called the stereotype model. It actually a set of user model by dividing users into several groups. For example, a system classifies users as two dimensions. One has four values including Novice, Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced. The other has two values, i.e. master the basics of the initial computer and understand Unix. So user will be divided into 8 different types and concept-value is also adopted in stereotype model. Stereotype model is relatively simple and is easily implemented, but the size of adaptive granularity is not small enough. Usually by connecting overlay mode with stereotype model, stereotype model is used to initialize the value for overlay mode, and overlay mode is used to reflect the adaptation degree to user during the process of system performance. Knowledge recommends system based on user model consists of user model, design and support of knowledge and search engines. From the whole structure of system, bottom layer is the knowledge base based on ontology, and top layer is the user application program, and middle layer plays the part of the connection between the top layer and the bottom layer. The task of the middle layer is to select knowledge from knowledge base according to the request of application program, and service for application programand and users. The middle layer adopt semantic search strategy, meanwhile, it introduces user models and knowledge design to improve the accuracy of the knowledge supply. Knowledge representation based on ontology lays a foundation for semantic knowledge search, and user model and knowledge design can provide more useful knowledge for application program.
Structurization of knowledge information and design of knowledge model

Knowledge design process
Knowledge design is a subject of studying how to choose, organize and communicate knowledge with the appropriate manner in the knowledge space, and make knowledge more easily perceived, digested and used by human. Its purpose is to offer appropriate knowledge to the proper person through proper way in the right time. We are living in the period with "rich information but lacking of human attention". On the one hand, all kinds of knowledge emerge as a flood. On the other hand, the time and effort of study for human are very limited. How to make human can acquire their required knowledge in a limited life? First, knowledge selection from the ocean of knowledge is needed for the specific user. Second, the extracted knowledge should be processed and makes it be easy to be learned and mastered by user. Therefore, knowledge design can be interpreted as knowledge process, of which raw material source is knowledge source, and the parameter is user model, then the system can provide knowledge products with invariable connotation and optimized format. According to the application of knowledge design in practice, several principles of knowledge design are proposed： (1)Knowledge design is based on user model and user demand. Knowledge design services for knowledge user, aiming to supply knowledge for user in a more convenient form for human learning, grasping and using. Knowledge design is a cross subject with perception science and computer science, and only according with human cognitive process can the way of knowledge supply be suited and effective.
(2)Knowledge design is a repeatedly iterative process. Knowledge design is a dynamic process, including designing, production, using, estimating and redesigning. The knowledge redesign is the key step of knowledge design. The factors of knowledge redesign mainly include the following aspects. First, the change of user model is one of the factors. User model is the foundation of knowledge design, reflects continuously change of user feature and needs repeatedly knowledge redesign to meet the user demand. Second, knowledge acquisition is really cost and it is impossible for human to completely grasp the designed knowledge, so the knowledge redesign is inevitable.
(3)Evaluate of knowledge design is an important reference element of knowledge redesign. The evaluation of knowledge design is a scientific evaluate of knowledge design. Knowledge redesign is a process of amend the original design.
Formalized model of knowledge design process
Knowledge design process can be formally described as follows: Problem space of knowledge design:
M input / output set I / O, process set P, the state set Q, mapping set   .
State conversion occurred by mapping, showing sub-processes:
Combination of sub-processes form the design process:
Output is obtained through the input set and the process set: I P 0
.
According to design method of parameters, at each stage of knowledge design, we provide the following parameters as the design conditions and constraints. Design is complete while all constraints are satisfied. 
Conclusion
When the information provided by knowledge catalogue is relatively simple, it becomes difficult for user to select appropriate knowledge from a lot of candidate knowledge set. Aiming to help user overcome the problem, we proposed a new knowledge recommend system based on user mode to help the user to overcome the problem. According to the corresponding relation between the user model and knowledge attributes, the method lays a foundation for calculating the satisfaction degree of user requirement. The main contributions of this paper include: 1) offering a user-oriented knowledge recommendation system framework; 2) designing the metadata tables of knowledge and knowledge user, which can be used to guide the design of the knowledge recommendation system. In the future, we will study the following two aspects: 1) the corresponding relation model between knowledge and user; 2) the application and development of knowledge recommend system in the library management.
